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Abstract— 5G technologies can modification the manner
most high-bandwidth users access their phones. With 5G
pushed over a VOIP-enabled device, folks can expertise
grade of decision volume and information transmission ne'er
intimate before.5G technology is providing the services in
Product Engineering, Documentation, because the client
becomes a lot of and a lot of responsive to the portable
technology, he or she is going to search for a good package
all at once, as well as all the advanced options a cell phone
will have. Thence the rummage around for new technology is
often the most motive of the leading telephone giants to out
introduce their competitors. Recently apple has made shivers
all-round the electronic world by launching its new telephone,
the I-phone. Options that have gotten embedded in such a
little piece of physics area unit large. The 5g style is
predicated on user-centric mobile setting with several
wireless and mobile technologies on the bottom. In
heterogeneous wireless setting changes altogether, either new
or older wireless technologies, isn't potential, thus every
answer towards succeeding generation mobile and wireless
networks ought to be enforced within the service stratum,
whereas the radio access technologies belong to the transport
stratum relating to succeeding Generation Networks
approach. Within the planned style the user terminal has
chance to vary the Radio Access Technology - RAT
supported bound criteria. For the aim of clear modification of
the RATs by the mobile terminal.
Keywords: 5G Technology, Radio Access Technology
(RAT), Nanotechnology, Cloud Computing

to interference via unfold spectrum techniques. The spectral
potency of the first 802.11 commonplace was therefore rather
restricted, realizing solely zero.1 bps/Hz with a most rate of
two Mbps in a very twenty rate channel. Each direct-sequence
(DSSS) and frequency hopping (FHSS) sorts of unfold
spectrum were standardized as different suggests that of
obliging with the mandated ten dB processing gain demand.
within the development of the 802.11b commonplace, the
most rate was exaggerated to eleven Mbps because the ten dB
process gain demand was relaxed instead of the transmitted
signal maintaining bound essential properties characteristic
of a DSSS system. In 802.11b, a combined modulation and
secret writing theme referred to as CCK was adopted to
extend rate whereas maintaining a DSSS like signature to
alternative users of the unauthorised band. With CCK, a
spectral potency of zero.5 bps/Hz was achieved, representing
a quintuple increase over the sooner commonplace. the
massive industrial success of wireless LAN merchandise
supported these early standards driven regulative bodies in
several countries round the world to open further spectrum at
five rate for unauthorised use.
This time, however, necessities for information
measure growth or spreading as a means for resource sharing
were sidestepped in favour of permitting a lot of spectrally
economical modulation schemes for support of high rate
applications.
III. NEED OF 5G TECHNOLOGY

Fifth-generation technology wireless or 5G is the latest
iteration of cellular technology engineered to greatly increase
the speed and responsiveness of wireless networks. This 5G
data transmitted at wireless broadband connections could
travel at rates as high as 20Gbps by some estimates. 5G will
also enable a sharp increase in the amount of data transmitted
over wireless systems due to more available bandwidth and
advance antenna. To improve speed, capacity 5G offers
network management features among them network slicing,
so that mobile allows operators to create multiple virtual
networks with in single physical 5G network. The capability
will access wireless network connections to support specific
uses or business cases and be sold on a service basis. In home
appliance however could be connected through a lowerpower, slower connection because high performance isn’t
crucial. The Internet of things use secure data connections
only.

A. Do we need 5G Technology?
Our current communication system is 4G so we must already
have the next generation in line. Telecom executives play on
this perception. Lowell McAdam the CEO of Verizon, says
5G is “wireless fibre” SK Telecom says it will soon be able
to transfer holograms and enable virtual reality over 5G
networks that 100 times than today’s 4G LTE networks[1].
Sounds about 5G is incessant and triumphant a constant
drumbeat of predictions crowing about the arrival any day
now of the main benefits of 5G technology over 4G will not
be its speed of delivery – which could be between 10Gbps
and 100Gbps. At present time 4G is capable of between 40ms
and 60ms, which low latency but not enough to provide real
time response. 5G prospective ultra-low latency could range
between 1ms and 10ms. With the Internet of Things
becoming more and more important over time where gadgets
and objects employ smart, connected features that they have
never had before the strain on bandwidth will continue to
grow. That’s why 5G is needed to provide of new connections
to internet connected tech.

II. HISTORY

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF 5G TECHNOLOGY

The development of the air interface for the earliest
802.11standard was mostly driven by regulative constraints
regarding the employment of unauthorised spectrum. Rules
established within the U.S. by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) were written primarily to confirm honest
and equal access by mandating a precise level of robustness

The 5G Nanocore is a combination of below mentioned
technologies. These technologies have their own
consequence on existing wireless network which make them
into 5G.
1) Nanotechnology

I. INTRODUCTION
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2) Cloud computing
3) All IP Platform
A. Nanotechnology
It is the application of Nano-science to control process of
making products on nano-scale between 0.1 and 100 nm. In
5G handsets are referred as Nano equipment as they are
preparing with nanotechnology. Mobile handsets together
with the intelligence that will be used in human environments
like home, offices, public places will create a new platform
that enable ubiquitous sensing, computing and
communication. Specs of Nano-technology are given below:
1) Self-Cleaning
2) Self-powered
3) Flexible
4) Transparent
5) Sense the environment

B. Cloud Computing
Cloud Computing is technology which uses the internet and
central remote server to maintain data and applications. Cloud
computing allows consumers and businessman to uses
applications without installations and access their personal
files from the computer. Operators can enter the cloud
computing market and create new value added services and
create services integrating industry content and applications
in the digital super-market model.
C. All IP Network
For meet of various technologies to create a one 5G nanocore
we need a tendency to have a standard platform to speak. To
satisfy client demand for period knowledge applications
delivered over mobile broadband networks, wireless
operators are turning to flat IP network architecture.

V. COMPARISON OF 1G TO 5G TECHNOLOGY

Fig. 1: comparison of 1G to 5G technology
3) 5G technology also providing subscriber oversight tools
VI. FEATURES OF 5G TECHNOLOGY
for quick action
4) The top quality services of 5G technology supported
1) 5G technology supply high resolution for crazy
policy to avoid error.
telephone user and bidirectional massive information
5) 5G technology is providing massive broadcasting of data
measure shaping.
in GB supports virtual 65000 connections.
2) The advanced request interfaces of 5G technology make
it additional enticing and effective.
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VII. ADVANTAGES OF 5G TECHNOLOGY
1) Resolution: High resolution and bi-directional massive
information measure shaping.
2) Economical: More practical and economical.
3) Technology to assemble all networks on one platform.
4) Technology to facilitate subscriber supervisioning tools
for short action.
5) Data rates of about 10Gbps or higher will be achieved.
This provides higher user expertise as download and
upload speed are higher.
VIII. DISADVANTAGES OF 5G TECHNOLOGY
1) It needs adept engineers to put in and maintain 5G
network. Furthermore 5G equipment are unit expensive.
This will increase value of 5G preparation and
maintenance phases.
2) 5G smartphones are expensive. Therefore it will take
your time for the soul to create use of 5G technology.
3) The technology continue to be below development and
take time before it’s absolutely operational with none
problems.
4) Coverage distance up to 200 meters (in indoor) and 300
meters (in outdoor) are after achieved thinks to higher
losses at high frequencies.
5) It will take time for security and privacy issues to be
resolved absolutely in 5G network.
IX. FUTURE SCOPE
A. Advancement in wireless Technology
The evaluation from analog technology to wireless
technology means from wired connection to using wireless
generation technology (1G to 5G). One possible avenue of
future development in wireless LAN technology is in the area
of “Cooperative diversity”.
1) Security of Data and Information:
This is because a lot of the advanced firewalls and security
systems developed now are specially designed for these types
of networks. After you are in a very secured point to point
wireless network, you’re less possible to be in danger from
viruses, spam, and hackers.
2) Absence of Wires:
This is already a given since its wireless. However simply to
expand on why this can be a profit and a reason why point to
point wireless networks could also be the longer term
business systems, it doesn’t need any complicated wiring.
This means it is much safer from any probability of fire. Plus,
it’s a lot of economical for the end users of the network as
they will work on their laptops and mobiles devices without
having to induce close to simply to attach.
3) Faster Network Speed:
Point to point wireless networks have been introduce to be
much faster than their wired counterparts. Apart from that,
wireless networks are also much easier to update because
there is not much change that has to be done with the physical
system.
4) No Device Limit:
One disadvantage of wired network is the fact that it has a
limit on how many devices can be connected [2]. Due to this

point to point nature of the networking technique, there are
practically no limits as the number of devices that can join.
5) Lower Cost:
Yes, wireless network systems need a much larger initial
investment, but over its lifetime, your business will save a lot
of money. Some states and ISP providers offer incentives and
rebates for upgrading to wireless so if you think about it,
you’re actually cutting cost.
X. SUMMARY
The future enhancement of Nano-core and cloud computing
and IP platform will be incredible as it combines with
artificial intelligent (AI). One can able to control his
intelligent Robot using his mobile phone [3]. The
development of the mobile and wireless networks is going
towards high data rates and all-IP principle. It is expected that
initial philosophy of keeping the network simple as possible,
and giving more functionalities to end nodes. A strong 5th
Generation advancement can solve majority of these
problems, thus its essential that we invent good chuck of
research resources in order to be developed nation.
The evolution from 1G to 5G wireless technology is taken
into consideration for the future aspect.
XI. CONCLUSION
A new revolution of 5G technology is going to give tough
completion to normal computer and laptops whose
marketplace value will be affected [4]. The new coming
technology is available in the market in affordable rates, high
peak future and much reliability than its preceding
technologies. This technology helps to promotes stronger
links between people working in different fields creating
future concepts of mobile communication, internet services
cloud computing, all pie network, and nanotechnology [5].
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